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This text seeks to address the real-world problems of how to develop commercial-quality OLE

component objects. It is a how-to guide for OLE programmers, concentrating on the MFC methods

that an OLE programmer will use.
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Most reviews on this book were very good. It was the reason I bought this book. This book covers

topic on the ATL 8 as its title says.However, I don't like this book although I will read this book to the

end.The reason is this. Each chapter discuss about its own topics like strings, and so on. However,

it just describes each methods of a given class. It is like that of the MSDN. Why doesn't it show

some sample code lines which shows how to use some of them and what the result is? By doing so,

it is much easier to understand and read. After reading a few chapters, I started skipping

explanations because of the pattern.Also, just like other books nowadays, it is too descriptive. It will

be good if it is a book about explaining concept of the COM, or if it should give some idea on the

topic. However, readers of this book already knows about the COM and if they consider "COM",

they are already fairly experienced programmers. Then explaining things like the MSDN documents

do is not helpful. Probably it would be better if it can explain thing more clearly than the MSDN do,

but I guess it is not the case for this book.Also, what lacks seriously among most COM books is that

they fails to describe the automatically inserted macros and their relationship.Also, for the Visual



C++ 2005 IDE, there are some peculiar things. For example, the IDE displays the same interface

under class and under interface on its solution pane. You may wonder where to put codes for a

certain interface. It could be better if this book explains about them too.Because COM is designed

very confusing way, the Objective-C remote messaging, it needs good explanation. However, this (

and most ) book fails in doing so.
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